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ab initio interaction EEdf1
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Neutron driplines and its traditional view



Chiral EFT  NN int.  +  Fujita-Miyazawa  3N int. with averaging

Shell model (or Configuration Interaction; CI) calculation
by the conventional matrix diagonalization  

or by the Monte Carlo Shell Model 

V low k  : treatment of high-momentum components

EKK :  in-medium correction (core polarization)
(conventional MBPT may diverge in two major shells)

Energy levels, electromagnetic matrix elements
(diagonalization of Hamiltonian matrix)

(to be replaced by EFT N2LO 3N int.)

ab initio effective interaction : EEdf1

Krenciglwa and Kuo (1971) -> Extended KK (by Takayanagi)



A development starting from chiral EFT 

EKK method* to handle consistently 
two (or more) major shells
-> Effective shell-model interaction 

(i)  without fit of two-body m. e., 
(ii) applicable to broken magicity, or

merging two shells, 
both are crucial for exotic nuclei.

*) Extended Krenciglwa-Kuo method is a magic by Takayanagi

K. Takayanagi, Nucl. Phys. A 852, 61 (2011).

N. Tsunoda, K. Takayanagi, M. Hjorth-Jensen, and T. Otsuka, Phys. Rev. C 89, 024313 (2014).

K. Takayanagi, Annals of Physics 350, 501 (2014).



Ne and Mg systematics
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Levels do not exist as bound 
states, because their energies
are above the threshold
of neutron emission.  

The EEdf1 Hamiltonian appears

to be reasonable up to N~28 

for Z=9-12.

We use the EEdf1 interaction

derived from the N3LO chiral EFT

interaction + Fujita-Miyazawa

three-nucleon force.



Recent ab initio calculation (IM-SRG) 

Large deformation seems to be
a challenge.



Ground-state energy is decomposed (EEdf1 int.)

The monopole effect (lower edge of 
green part) lowers the energy as a 
function of N, and its slope becomes 
steeper as Z because of the p-n
monopole int., as shown by three lines 
fitted to different slopes.  

The rest (~quadrupole deformation) 
effect (red part) varies locally.

…  see next page

rest (quadrupole etc)

monopole-
type

dripline



Decomposition of the Hamiltonian
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bare SPE

monopole

monopole part

monopole: shift of SPE

pairing
correlation

J=0  nn + pp pairing correlations

quadrupole deformation, etcrest

multipole part



~3 MeV / neutron~6 MeV / neutron
still substantial

Two driving forces: example from Mg isotopes

monopole part

The rest (mainly deformation
energy) part is saturated at N=24

The monopole effects 
compensate it, and pushes
the dripline away (dashed 
arrows).



structure evolution 
towards the dripline 

NIf there were no “rest” (~ quadrupole deformation) effect (red part), 
the dripline would be at N = 16, which is the same as oxygen isotopes.

Monopole effect (edge of green part) becomes weaker for N > 16 in F 
isotopes.   It even decreases because of high-lying d3/2 (see gray edge).

Dripline of F isotopes

Loose binding phenomena may be seen (?), in contrast to Ne, Na or Mg.

16 20
Neutron number



Traditional (vague) view
-> extreme: neutron halo

New view Intermedaite case: 22C 
Suzuki, O, Yuan & Alahari, 
PLB 753, 199 (2016).

Neutron driplines are due to 
two mechanisms: one has single-
particle origin (b), while the 
other new one (c) is due to the 
interplay of monopole and 
quadrupole (deformation) 
energies. They may appear 
alternatively as Z increases.

Dripline mechanisms
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The snapshot state in the body-fixed frame is needed,
as this snapshot state gives the snapshot of density profile.

( The snapshot state is nothing but the intrinsic state in most literatures. )
(The corresponding states in the lab. frame are obtained by rotating it.)
It is difficult (or impossible) to observe it experimentally.

Pioneers (before 1960)

a cluster formation  - intuitive image -

bond coupling

linear formation



8Be(01+)

Ab initio calculations on clustering aspects
• [Green’s Function Monte Carlo (GFMC)]

Variational Monte Carlo (VMC)
[Wiringa et al. 2000]

• No Core Full Configuration (NCFC) :
[Cockrel et al. 2012]  Not clustering

• Lattice EFT  : Hoyle state [Epelbaum et al. 2012]   
Initial setup

• ab initio No-Core Monte Carlo Shell Model (MCSM) 
This work -> clustering in Be and C isotopes

8Li(21+) lab. frame density

The clustering is one of the fundamental problems
in physics, as is in this project.

Foundation from sound underlying bases

Its contemporary versions

12C (01+, 21+)

its emergence and fading + Hoyle state  
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Alpha formation near the 
threshold energy

The alpha clustering is considered to 
occur near the threshold energy, as a 
complementary binding mechanism.
This is a nice idea, and sounds 
plausible.

This has been a strong guiding 
principle for half a century. 
We investigate whether this principle 
dominates the alpha clustering or 
not.

Ikeda diagram

Hoyle
state
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How to calculate ?
ab initio No-Core Monte Carlo Shell Model 

(MCSM)

No inert core, or all nucleons are activated

Nucleon-nucleon interactions are fixed prior to
this study, based on fundamental approaches
such as the chiral Effective Field Theory of QCD. 

Note: The first part was done with the sd+pf shell with the 16O core.
So, it is different !



Nshell=1
Nshell=2

Nshell=3
Nshell=4

Nshell=5
.
.
.

.

.

.

1s
1p

Single-particle states included 

Presently,  up to Nshell =7  (6 hw)

Nucleon-Nucleon interaction

Be : JISP16    fitted to NN scattering + fine tuning

C  : Daejeon16    based on chiral EFT with SRG + fine tuning

The interactions are fixed prior to the present calculation.

H Y=  E Y

Y : eigenstate

E : eigenenergy

+ kinetic energy

Solve the Schrodinger equation
..
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Deformed Slater determinant
with three axes of ellipsoid

c1 +c2 +c3 ＋ ・・・

・・・ +  C98 +c99 +c100

ΨB.A. (D) =

For Jp projected states, individual orientations are not relevant. 

For “intrinsic state”, all basis states are aligned so that three axes of the
ellipsoid are placed on the given directions, e.g. the longest one on the z axis.

c1 +c2 +c3 ＋ ・・・

・・・ +  C98 +c99 +c100
Ψ int r. (D) =intr.



N. Shimizu et al., Phys. Rev. C82, 061305 (2010)

Nshell = 2

Nshell = 3

Nshell = 4

Nshell = 5

DM ~ 100

DM ~ 3 x 103

DM ~ 4 x 104

DM ~ 3 x 105

4He(0+;gs)

JISP16 NN int.
w/ optimum hw
w/o Coulomb force

based on T. Mizusaki & M. Imada, Phys. Rev. C65, 064319 (2002)

Extrapolation by the variance
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calculated with 
hw=15MeV, Nshell=6
With JISP16 interaction

Levels and B(E2)’s of Be isotopes

B(E2) Exp:
8Be  Datar et al. 2013 + estimate

by GFMC
10Be McCutchan et al. 2009 
12Be Imai et al. 2009 
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excitation level patterns indicate 
the occurance of the rotational 
motion of a deformed “object”

→ nucleus seen in the body-fixed 
(intrinsic) frame



Laboratory frame “Intrinsic” (body-fixed) frame

24

c1 + c2 + c3 + c4 + …

Angular-momentum projection We need something
like this. 

8Be 0+ ground state

Why do we need the intrinsic density ? 
-- in the case of MCSM eigenstate --



Q aligned superposed stateLaboratory-frame
Body-fixed (intrinsic) frame

Alignment of MCSM basis vectors (Q aligned)

in the in the

3.7fm

Snapshot of density profile



T-plot : visualization of MCSM eigenvector on Potential Energy Surface

PES is calculated 
by CHF for the shell-model 
Hamiltonian
Location of circle : 
quadrupole deformation of 
unprojected MCSM basis 
vectors
Area of circle :

overlap probability
between each
projected basis and 
eigen wave function

stochastically deformed Slater determinant 
à intrinsic shapeeigenstate

Y. Tsunoda, et al.
PRC 89, 031301 (R) (2014)

amplitude projection onto Jp

0+1 state of 68Ni

ob
la

te
prolate

spherical

triaxial



2 excess neutrons
4 excess neutrons

T-plot

T-plot analysis of 0+ states applied to Be isotopes 

10Be 12Be
8Be
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Hoyle state

Energy level & transition strength of 12C

charges      protons    1e
neutrons  0e 

correlation effects are explicitly treated
(no medium correction needed)

Strong deformation (b2~0.6, oblate) in the 0+1 and 2+1
states can now be described from first principles.

Stringent test for the Daejeon 16 interaction and the present No-Core MCSM.

convergence pattern as 
functions of energy variance

ab initio no-core MCSM + Daejeon 16 interaction (Shirokov et al.)
based on chiral EFT (Machleidt-Entem, 2011)



Hoyle state of 12C 

a threshold

3 a 12C (Hoyle state) + g  
crucial for the syntheses of carbon and
other heavier elements in stars and 
even for the birth of the life like us,
but its structure remains unknown

Ex = 7.65 MeV



Nucleon densities in the body-fixed frame 

quantum 
liquid

quantum 
liquid

clustering

clustering linear

after proper orthogonalization

tentatively ~14 MeV

a

b

c

a

b
c



12C : MCSM basis vectors classified by quadrupole shapes (T plot by Tsunoda)

b2=0.7,  γ=6 deg è basis vectors decomposed into regions I, II and III
main contributions

T plot circles are spread in the case of 12C.  A characteristic feature.  

Unique structures appear at low excitation energies  …  different from other nuclei

PES is divided into three    I b2 < 0.7,   oblate basin in the PES
II triaxial 
III very prolate 

Rz : Ry : Rx = 2 : 2 : 1

oblate 
(pancake)

Rz : Ry : Rx = 5 : 1 : 1

prolate (football)

Hoyle state
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density profiles of 
major MCSM basis 
vectors (Slater 
determinants) 
in region II, generated 
by the interaction. 

Triangle configurations
with three a clusters
are favored
（compare to single a）

Fluctuations within 
such configurations 

a particle

Most important
ab

c



From 8Be to 12C, and the crossover in the ground & Hoyle states of 12C 

The mixing occurs also due to the orthogonality to the ground state.
Hoyle state

The mixing pushes the Hoyle state upwards by ~3 MeV (repulsive effect).

7.5 MeV
5.8 MeV

9.8 MeV

Ground state : 
the mixing matrix element is ~ -3 MeV (attractive effect) with 6% 
(ampl. ~ 0.24) alpha clustering.  àalpha decay, alpha knockout

94%6%

33%61%

quantum liquidalpha clustering

The present mixing seems to be consistent with the BEC (THSR) model.



~region II~region I~region III

classification of MCSM basis vectors by the cluster analysis of through unsupervised
statistical learning 

distance :  for basis vectors

where parenthesis means a scalar product (overlap integral) with the Jp =0+ projection 

connect basis vectors from the shortest distance to longer up to the threshold

independent confirmation of the validity of the region decomposition

A completely different analysis (no physics, data science)



Point-proton radius of the ground state Matter radius of 
the Hoyle state

0.36 fm larger than the 
ground-state value

diff. ~ 0.5 fm in experiment 
by the Ogloblin group

diff. = 1.1 ~ 1.9 fm
in other theories

Abe et al., systematic calculations of ground-state properties



a clustering from first principles without any assumption 

Perfect oblate rotational band from first principles  in 12C

Nuclear forces favor both quantum liquid and alpha cluster

Transition between them is not a phase transition but a crossover

Alpha cluster emerges without threshold effect （ßàIkeda diagram)

What is crucial is probably shorter range parts of nuclear forces,
which has been “uninvited guest” to nuclear structure physics

Summary of the 2nd part

13, 2234 (2022)    open access
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